Yongquan LED watch

Products:
This is a new stylish design of the new exotic products, using high-tech digital technology, the use of digital arrangement with the combination of imported high-brightness LED choose carefully built an impressive gray LED WATCH. When pressing the watch button displays the time, acted like a gap in the heat from the case broke out, flowing over your every nerve, so you excited, Wow, the time out of their show, really fantastic!

Features:
1) The date after midnight showing: 2) 12h/24h conversion: 3) AM / PM; 4) 3 Miao stop state

Battery: 1 CR2016 battery imported from Japan, when the display LED lights dimmed, we should replace the new battery

Reading Time: pressing the A button to show the current time, once again moving a A key, followed by shows year, month day

Time settings: pressing the A button to display the current time, this time click the B key, hours in the flashing, then press A key change in the number of hours, transferred to the time required to stop; and then click the B button, the flashing minutes, press A key to the value transferred. Turn and then B button, adjust the month, day, year, to the desired value.